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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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I had low expectations going in to this game, but over 40 hours later all that I can say is that I strongly recommend this game.

It's a turn based strategy RPG, similar to Massive Chalice, or for more of a better known game, XCOM - And it has a pretty
good soundtrack!

The story starts off with "We must kill the bad guy", but there are a few twists and turns along the way. As the game description
already tells you, there's a traitor among you.
It's not too difficult to suss out who the traitor is, but it's still good fun, as is the rest of the game play.

For perfectionists and achievement hunters, the game requires you to complete it three times. The second and third clears will
not take you half as long as the first.
With each clear, more of the story is revealed and more bonuses are given to you at the start of the new game plus (or plus plus)

The only downside is the optimisation of the game, playing on a fair high end rig the levels will start with a slight lag fest which
clears up after you swing the camera around a bit.

I've also suffered from a few crashes (Around 4\/5 in my 40 hours of play time), but the game does auto save (even though
there's nothing to say it has or will do it), which has saved me a bit of time when booting the game back up.

As I said earlier, I would strongly recommend this game :). Now i know why i haven’t played this game as much as i hoped,
playing it recently i now know its so infuriating some of the puzzles are so annoying it becomes a point where you just give up
and move on.. This is probably the finest route available for TS2015, it offers complexity and wonderful scenery along with
some very challenging scenarios.
The engine a class 37 offers more for the purist than any engine released to date, it combines loads of operating features along
with a working electronic token system, the latter feature taking a little time to grasp and use proficiently, but when in play it
does add a depth not seen elsewhere in other routes or engines. I will also add that its acceleration and braking profiles are very
realistic and a tad intimidating until you get the feel of things, there seems to be a much better feel for the mass of the train and
it is very satisfying.
The scenery is very well modelled and truly captures the feel of the route and is quite charming, with great attention being given
to lineside dwellings and stations alike.
However, there are a couple of issues that although not critical are a bit odd. One of them is in the HUD, where distance to
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stations is displayed, this is basically usless on this route as it shows in one instance a distance to a station of 1.55 miles, but does
not get any lower until five or six minutes of travel have taken place and then begins to reduce at the distance shown on the
HUD. So, you leave the station and the distance to the next station is shown as X but only after you get within the stated distance
does it begin to reduce. This needs to be fixed and spoils what is otherwise a superb rendition of the route.
Also new are the multiple passenger views including hanging out of a window and different seating positions in the
compartment of the carriage, all great fun.
So fix the HUD station distance issue and I think that it will be perfect.
A route for more experienced users with a good amount of play under their belt and a true learning experience for any novice or
less savvy user.
I would give it 10 out of 10 except for the HUD issue.
Well done.. Lots of bugs.. Loved every moment of this Game/Book, The game gets really engrossing towards the end and makes
you feel like a total bad♥♥♥♥♥with your Infinti powers controlling gravity and atoms :D. I can't wait for the next episode in
this epic tale :D.. I really like the story and universe. It is fantastic and a good read but..... and quoting from the game:

Quote:
General Tip: In Heroes Rise, you are rewarded for sticking to your ideals. If trying to earn a high Legend Level, make sure to
remain consistent once you decide what kind of hero you want to be.
Unquote:

Which is why I am split in recommending this game. At least it is better than the first story when it comes to balanced choices
and those choices really affecting the outcome.

Also it seems that some characters have not remained consistent....... Very enjoyable game! I highly recommend it for a nice and
deep strategic experience. Never has a pattern matching game been so satisfying. From the smooth action of the pieces to the
chunky sound effects when you make connections, this is a game it's easy to spend hours on. Or, just ten minutes when you want
something to play. Not every game has to be a 60-hour epic. Whilst a lot of casual games are trite and only out to rob you via
microtransactions, Bejeweled keeps it simple.

There have been many sequels, variants and additions to the series and in fact you don't seem to be able to buy the original
direct from PopCap any more. I don't know why; the first is just fine as it is. Why try and improve upon it? It's like trying to
improve upon Tetris. Sure, some are enjoyable and you can heap on the fancy graphics and gameplay twists, but it's the core
idea which makes it work, not the frills.

I just wish it had a Linux port, that's all.... So I've completed the game today. Not bad, I had fun.
Stages inthe beginning were pretty easy, but by the middle of the game they become pretty tough. Final levels are extremely
tough.
I was a bit dissapointed by the ending, to be honest, it was really unsatisfying after coming all that long way here, oh well.
Soundtrack is pretty dull, I don't remember any stage theme I really liked.

Overall it is ok, I would give it 6.5\/10. Challenging action game, where you play as blood crazed swordsman driven by revenge,
the ability tu turn into that dark thing with glowing eyes was cool and fatal finishes
such\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665stomping the enemies' heads till they explode were also great. If thee will be a sequel
someday I would suggest adding bosses (shame there were none in this game, well, the final enemy of the game is kinda like the
boss but not really), more complex combat system with jump cancels and air combos, maybe and work at soundtrack.. fast and
furious
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Rough around the edges, but the story is there. It's a novel little gem if you're in the mood for something like that.
Got it on sale for about 2 bucks.. This game is DEFINITELY NOT worth 10 bucks, however, if it's cheaper than 2 - you're safe
to buy yourself a casual experience. I spent three and a half hours on this game and I felt like the 0,99EU I paid was reasonable.
Don't expect amazing replayability, it's one of those games that you just complete 100% and never play them again except
maybe in a couple of years because of nostalgia or whatever.. Pretty good for when yur toats blazed yo. I found the game both
challenging and entertaining. I recommend it to anyone looking for a fun challenge.. 5 iconic WW2 guns to blast dinos with,
adds a bit of extra fun to the game. Very much worth the 49 cent when on sale.. I enjoyed this game very much.

Having a crazy murderer trick you with traps actually makes it easier for me to accept the premise of finding hacksaws baked
inside cakes or whatever crazy shenanigans these kind of games come up with.

My only concern is for the insane amount of backtracking. For the love of cheese, if I have to go back to the beginning of the
game to do something, at least let me teleport.. Simple fun tech demo, and considering how cheap it is, worth 60 cents.. neat
little story
+ok graphics
+gameplay is basically Battlefield

-Story sucks towards end
-Online dead
-3 to 4 hour single player campaign. "TO GRAPPLE DOESN'T JUST MEAN TO SWING, BUT TO STRUGGLE!
FACE DANGER WITH A HERO'S COURAGE AND PRIDE!"

A pretty cool action-adventure platformer with a lot of Sega Genesis \/ Mega Drive flair. Brings to mind a little bit of Treasure
games like Mischief Makers and a little bit of Ristar. I was able to beat this game in 4 hours 3 minutes 48 seconds (roughly), all
of which was livestreamed on Twitch. This was done at a hurried pace, only taking time to do a couple of side quests and always
holding the button to make text display faster.

It's got quite a bit of quirky charm in its characters and setting and gets quite a bit of milage out of exploring different ways the
grapple can work. ( It doesn't always pull things to you). It's fun and cheery and colorful without ever getting too grim or dark.
And even in places when things are at their worst, the game may throw a lampshade on it just to let you know "Don't worry,
everyone survived! ...Somehow."

Most sound effects are sythesized effects that sound right at home on a 90s console, and the few that use voices (Example:
"Target!") are compressed beyond the point of recognition, just as one would expect. Lovely!

The developer is actively responding to and working on feedback of the game, which is promising as it suggests this game will
only get more refined in time.

A particular feature that I love is support for many control styles. It's playable with Keyboard Only, Keyboard and Mouse,
Gamepad and Mouse, and Gamepad alone. Gamepad setup allows for a twinstick setup using one stick for aiming the grapple
and another for movement with shoulder buttons for jumping and grabbing, or alternatively, aiming and moving with
dpad\/stick and using facebuttons for jumping and grappling, just like Ristar! I love these options!

There are some flaws.
Gameplay Flaws: There are some cases where it won't be clear how to progress past a locked door or where a hidden switch is.
The devs have already mentioned on Github that they intend to add more quality of life features in the future.
I also encountered a bug where I was able to skip level 1-5. While not entirely detrimental to me (I had played that level in the
demo) or likely to be encountered in casual play, people who do skip it by mistake might be confused by the apparent gap in
game progress. (Speedrunners will probably enjoy the easy timesave.)
Narrative Flaws: The story is there to facilitate the gameplay and cause to adventure, and while it occasionally poses some
questions that provoke real critical thought about what the characters are doing, if you need a carefully constructed deeply-
connected plot to enjoy the lore of a game, Grapple Force Rena's story will be infuriating due to some characters being
discarded without clarification of their purpose, an ending with tonal clash against the rest of the game, and heavy use of Defeat
Means Friendship. The characters are fun to get to know and interact with, but if you want to know more about the truth of this
world, it's going to have to wait for supplementary material or a new game.
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Also frustrating but not the developer's fault: The game doesn't capture very well with OBS. I was able to capture gameplay
using a cropped Display Capture to capture everything on my screen with the game in fullscreen mode, and I was able to use
Display mode cropped to capture the game when it's windowed, but any other combination of settings would just capture a
black screen as often as it would get actual gameplay.

All in all, it's a cool game with a little bit of jank, but I absolutely intend to play through it again in the future. Recommended,
especially if you're into Genesis-style action-platformers with simple combat and silly characters.

Plus, there is a boss in the game that dances to the boss battle music! You can dance with him! Or you can DESTROY HIM
AND END HIS REVELRY. That alone was worth the price of entry, but if you're still on the fence, consider picking the game
up on sale. It's a good time and not too difficult to learn. If difficulty is a concern, it offers assist options similar to Celeste's to
adjust the game to the player's playstyle.

I absolutely recommend this game to fans of the genre!. This game is like a simplified version of Dungeons of Dredmor but
without the humor. It feels more like a glorified flash game. That said, I am still enjoying it for what it is. If your in the mood
for something light, give this a try.
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